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I thought I downloaded the new version but it still says the old version installed. It is actually not the
new SmartDraw 2014 version I downloaded because I don't see an installed folder in the folder I

extracted it to. Have you any ideas where it went to install? I extracted it to my download folder and
was following your instructions to change the startup option. Great resource Thank you! I am having
some issues with this release. I was able to get it to install from the trial version on my win 10 OS but
it seems to be locking up when I try to use it after it has been installed. I downloaded the version you
mentioned in a post above but its just the trial version. The link was to the new portable version and

I assumed it would include the latest release but it's like the trial is still what was installed. This is
also the first release I have had issues with. Any ideas as to what I am missing? So I followed the

directions here to try and uninstall, and when I go to uninstall it, it says I am not an administrator. I
am an administrator, and I ran the wizard, changed the default startup program, put it on portable,
and everything, and it still tells me that I am not an administrator. I think this is wrong. After all, this
software is designed for use on a portable device, so why would it not have the necessary tools for
an administrator account? I have a problem with the Smartdraw 2014 Portable version. Whenever I
start the application on my computer in an admin account it shows "You are not an administrator.

Please enter a password to continue" "and yes, i enterted my password". If I try to continue my work
at the same time in a different admin account it shows "Error, unhandlable error occurred while

loading program. Do you want to terminate process and restart". If I kill the application and re-start
it, it shows a new error "Could not find application.exl. Cannot open file". This is all I get until now.

Can you help me to solve the problem?
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In other areas it is much more
powerful. The SmartDraw

Tools now all include a
reduced version of SmartDraw

Tools. These small tools are
useful in their own right and

add functionality to other
apps. For example, you can

now add layer styles to
SmartDraw Layers. Another

example is that you now save
SmartDraw Settings in the
Toolbox with all the other

tools. You can create your own
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group of scripts and access
them from anywhere. A new
alternative to the SmartDraw
Split button is a vertical Split

button. Also, there are
numerous improvements to

the drawing interface. I won`t
go into all of these because I
would have to write another
book. Hopefully this will be

enough to convince you that
you need to get the full

version. In general, I think
they have done a very good

job with the new version. The
best thing about SmartDraw is
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that you can get up and
running in no time at all. When

I am unable to use
SmartDraw`s drawing

interface I`ve always been
able to use the command line

tools to create everything I
need. The preinstalled fonts

are looking a little dated.
There is no option to import
my own fonts in SmartDraw.

Additionally, it is a little
buggy. It sometimes fails to
recognize shapes and import

that is blocking me from using
SmartDraw, not a big deal but
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it still annoys me. The primary
reason I`d want SmartDraw

2012 is that it includes all the
drawing tools. If you have any
experience with SmartDraw,
youll be familiar with those

tools. The major improvement
in SmartDraw 2014 is the
ability to create flowcharts

and maps. Creating a
flowchart is incredibly simple
and it gets you drawing your
flowchart in minutes. Once

youve created your flowchart,
you can export it as a new

document or you can open it
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in the SmartDraw 2008
application. Then you have the
ability to edit, create shapes,
group your shapes and add
text labels to your shapes.
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